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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/influence-

wargaming-handbook

Brigadier Peter Rowell, Head Concepts DCDC

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecVxwIaAxOE

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/influence-wargaming-handbook
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecVxwIaAxOE
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Rt Hon. Ben Wallace MP, Secretary of State for

Defence (right), with the Influence Wargaming

Handbook
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1. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/defence-wargaming-handbook

2. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/a-guide-to-red-teaming

3. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/allied-joint-doctrine-for-information-operations-ajp-101

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/defence-wargaming-handbook
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/a-guide-to-red-teaming
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/allied-joint-doctrine-for-information-operations-ajp-101


 Influence

 Actor

 Audience

 Information operations (the staff 
function)

 Information activities

 Psychological operation

 Information environment

 Red team

 …and lots more (see lexicon)

Terms and definitions
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 Manoeuvrist Approach, Mission Command 
and now Integrated Action: ‘the 
audience-centric orchestration of military 
activities, across all operational domains, 
synchronised with non-military activities to 
influence the attitude and behaviour of 
selected audiences necessary to 
achieve successful outcomes.’ 

 The representation of influence effects in 
wargames is of variable quality.

 Influence should be ‘baked into a plan, not 
sprinkled on at the end’.

 Opportunity for wargaming:

– Gamify behaviour science models

– PMESII (Political, Military, Economic, Social, 
Information and Infrastructure)

– DIME (Diplomatic, Information, Military and 
Economic).

Why an Influence Wargaming Handbook?
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Annex A: Case studies*

1. UK Strategic Command; a negotiation influence wargame

2. Strategic communication; wargaming future force development for influence and 

cyber

3. Behaviour Science Education Game – COM-B (Edition 1) 

4. Defending DEFENDER, an educational influence game designed for 

the Joint Information Activities Group

5. Malign; a strategic influence wargame 

6. iWarrior; wargaming cyber, electronic warfare and influence

7. The Brynania Peacebuilding Simulation; roleplay and free adjudication

*Covering Policy / Strategy, Force Development / Experimentation, Operational Planning, 

Education & Training.

Influence 

Wargaming 

Handbook

Chapter 1

Why wargame 

influence?

Chapter 2

Sponsoring influence 

wargames
Chapter 3

Challenges to 

influence wargaming

Chapter 4

Addressing the 

challenges to influence 

wargaming

Lexicon:

Abbreviations

Terms and 

definitions

Purpose: The Influence Wargaming Handbook seeks to explain how wargaming can be used to

explore influence. It also looks at how influence effects might be better represented within wargames.

Preface

Scope:

• Not a guide to practising influence. 

• Not a detailed guide to practising wargaming. 
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Chapter 1

Why wargame 

influence?

What is 

influence?

Why influence is 

important – and 

challenging

What is wargaming?

Dimensions (cognitive, virtual 

and physical) and layers (see 

next slide):

Why use 

wargaming to 

examine influence?

Why wargaming 

influence is different 

(overview)

• Requires different techniques 

that build on conventional ones

• Developing capability

• Potentially unbounded in scope

• Deal in unknown unknowns

Vignette: conventional and influence wargames

• Human endeavours

• Adversarial and immersive nature 

ensures an audience-centric lens

• Experiential act of communication

• Gameplay reveals cascading effects

• Uncertainty and friction are inherent

• Safe to fail environment

• Confidence levels can be established, 

which help mitigate risks

Influence is central to integrated action and all operations

Example key challenges:

• Effects are shaped by audiences’ perceptions, 

culture and beliefs

• Limited understanding of audiences

• Large number of variables

• Widely differing timelines

• Poorly understood

Despite the challenges of influence wargaming, the conclusion 

must be that more effort be made to develop and practise it.
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• Adjudication

• Recognising cognitive biases

• Managing risks

• Analysis

• Metrics and Visualisation

• Scrutinised assumptions

• Supporting or supported wargame

• Integration with wider activities

• Supporting methods and techniques

• Appropriate resourcing
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Chapter 2

Sponsoring 

influence 

wargames

Sponsor’s 

check list

• Is wargaming a suitable technique?

• Is the aim clear and achievable?

• Is the wargame bounded?

• Does the wargame synergise with other activities?

• Is a campaign approach appropriate?

• Has a SQEP wargame team been recruited?

• Are the wargame team properly resourced?

• Has an empowered red team been established?

• Have the correct participants been recruited?

• Do participants have an appropriate understanding of influence, wargaming and cognitive biases?

• Has effective wargame control been established?

• Is adjudication appropriate?

• Has a process been established to determine confidence levels?

• Are the wargame’s methods and techniques valid?

• How will the narrative be confirmed?

• Has the after-action review been resourced?

• Are the project timelines workable?

• Are key risks being managed?

• Do classification issues have workarounds?

• Aim, objectives and bounded scope

• Level of experimentation

• Timescales, in-game and real-world

• Factors to be represented within the wargame

• Representation of force elements

• Understanding audiences’ perspectives

• Balancing simplicity against playability

• Control

Leadership:

• Engagement on a shared journey

• Resourcing and empowerment

• Encouraging personnel to deal with the unfamiliar

• Active participation

• Ensure diverse participants
The primary 

considerations for the 

sponsor

Influence wargames 

require novel 

approaches, a new 

mindset – and 

leadership Bullet list of challenges discussed in chapter 3

Sponsors can now stop reading!
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Chapter 3

Challenges to 

wargaming 

influence

This chapter outlines the challenges facing influence wargaming 

practitioners. These are explained by illustrating the differences between 

conventional and influence wargames

Conventional wargaming

Influence wargaming
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Chapter 3

Challenges to 

wargaming 

influence

2. Influence 

wargame teams are 

likely to be diverse 

and different

1. Influence 

wargames are 

likely to be vastly 

multi-sided

3. Influence wargames 

focus on rivalry and 

confrontation, not just  

armed conflict
4. There are 

unlikely to be clear 

winners in an 

influence wargame

5. Influence wargame 

scenarios require 

greater detail across 

the information 

environment

1. Scenario, narrative and objectives

2. Perspectives and biases

7. Influence 

wargames require a 

greater understanding 

of audiences’ 

perspectives

6. Influence 

wargames are more 

prone to cognitive 

bias

8. Influence wargames 

will contain multiple 

subjective perspectives 

on the game narrative

3. Modelling

10. Influence wargames 

must contain both 

behavioural and physical 

science approaches

11. Influence 

actions and their 

effects are not 

proportionate
12. Influence 

actions do not have 

equal and opposite 

reactions
13. Influence 

effects can 

propagate 

unpredictably14. Influence effectors 

and their effects have 

a complex relationship

15. Information in 

influence wargames is 

open to many different 

interpretations16. Influence actions and 

effects operate over vastly 

different time scales

9. Influence is ill-

defined and poorly 

understood



Challenge 2. Influence wargame teams are 
likely to be diverse and different. 
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Challenges to wargaming influence

Challenge 10. Influence wargames must 
contain both behavioural and physical 
science approaches.

Challenge 15. Information in

influence wargames is open 

to many different interpretations. 

Challenge 3. Influence wargames focus on 

rivalry and confrontation, not just armed 

conflict.
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Chapter 4

Addressing the 

Challenges of 

Wargaming 

Influence

Adjudication

Methods of 

representing the IE

Scenarios

Campaign 

games
Integration with 

wider activities

Representing 

force elements

Teams, cells 

and sides

1. Representing the information environment 2. Wargaming approaches

3. Games, and game turns

• Matrix gaming

• Seminar games

• Course of action wargames

• Role playing games

• Closed wargames

• Jury games

• Card-driven games and mechanics

Turn lengths

4. Methods and techniques to support influence wargames

Red teaming

5. Wargame participants

6. Analysis, data capture and the after-action review 

Analysis

Data capture

Representing 

deception

After-action 

review

7. Building confidence

Game outputs The game itself
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Annex A

Case Studies

Defending DEFENDER, 

an educational 

influence game

UK Strategic 

Command; a 

negotiation influence 

wargame Strategic communication; 

wargaming future force 

development for influence 

and cyber

iWarrior; wargaming 

cyber, electronic 

warfare and influence

The Brynania 

Peacebuilding 

Simulation; role play 

and free adjudication

General headings:

1. Introduction: aim and context of the wargame

2. The influence factors the wargame encompassed

3. The mechanics used to represent these

4. Adjudication methodology/ies

5. Lessons identified for others designing and delivering influence 

wargames (positive and negative)

Behaviour Science 

Education Game –

COM-B

Malign; a strategic 

influence wargame

Annex A case studies* for the practitioner

* Covering Policy / Strategy, Force Development / Experimentation, 

Operational Planning, Education & Training.

Audience

Analysis game



Behaviour Science Education Game: COM-B
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Defending DEFENDER: an educational influence game 
designed for Joint Information Activities Group
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Malign: A strategic influence wargame
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications

/influence-wargaming-handbook

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/influence-wargaming-handbook
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